The generation and characterization of an ovary-selective cDNA library.
We have utilized the differential screening technique suppression subtractive hybridization to systematically isolate and clone genes that are expressed in an ovary-selective/specific manner. In total, 844 clones were sequenced and analyzed for homology to known genes using the basic local alignment tool. One hundred and fifty nine independent clones proved identical to previously-characterized genes whereas an additional 100 independent clones proved significantly homologous (but not identical) to previously-characterized genes. Yet 83 other independent clones did not display significant homology to previously-characterized genes now listed in the publicly-accessible non-redundant databases. As such, these latter genes were deemed novel. In this communication we focus on two such novel ovary-specific/hormonally-dependent genes, the full-length sequences of which were isolated using RACE technology. These ovary-selective genes may have significant implications for the understanding of ovarian function in molecular terms and for the development of innovative strategies for the promotion of fertility or its control.